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Related Books:
More than Fluff by Madeline Valentine
Hug? by Charlene Chua
Will Ladybug Hug? by Hilary Leung
C is for Consent by Eleanor Morrison
Be You! by Peter H. Reynolds
One of These is Not Like the Others by Barney Saltzberg
Don’t Touch My Hair! by Sharee Miller

Rhymes:
“Hands to Yourself” by Jack Hartmann
Hands on your knees,
Hands on your hips
Hands on your shoulders,
Hands blow a kiss
Hands up high,
Hands down low,
Hands touch another hand,
Say hello
Hands are friendly,
Hands can help
Sometimes it’s best, best, best, best, best
To keep your hands to yourself,
Show me how to keep your hands to yourself.

Source: Songs for Teaching -
https://www.songsforteaching.com/jackhartmann/handstoyourself.htm
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**Songs:**
“Meet a Friend” (Tune "Round the Mulberry Bush")
Today I'm going to greet my friends, (wave)
Greet my friends, (wave)
Greet my friends, (wave)
Today I'm going to greet my friends, (wave) and we'll be friends forever!
Other verses: Today I'm going to ____ with friends...
clap - stomp - jump - fly – wiggle - sit

Source: Bridge to Reading -

**Activities:**
Sending Friendship High Fives: Just like in the story, high fives are a good alternative to hugs!
Have your child trace their hand. On each finger, write a reason to give a high five.
Source: Simple Play Ideas - https://simpleplayideas.com/friendship-high-fives

Invent Your Own High Five: Doug had lots of unique high fives in this story. The author invites you to draw your own inventive high five!
Source: Carrie Finison (author) - https://bit.ly/3vDrqIT

Decorate and Cut Out a High Five: Decorate and cut out this paper high five provided by the author!
Source: Carrie Finison (author) - https://bit.ly/3IPDOmC

Craft Stick People Role Play: Cut out people and put them on a craft stick. Have conversations to role play different conflicts and how people can work through issues.
Source: Learning at the Primary Pond -

Color Doug: The author provided two coloring sheets of Doug.